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P is for Punctuation: Penny Punctuation is our punctuation mascot. It's only now I feel really confident at
being able to utilise the student scale as best as I can. They both read the one piece together, then the person
who did not write it gives a constructive green comment and a positive red comment. I love telling them that
even some adults and experienced writers can't always use all of the Level 5 words or punctuation Exploring
and Teaching VCOP When you do the Day 1 PD, you will come away with a sense of awe at how wonderful
and amazing this program is and why you didn't think of teaching writing this way before. Even though the
student might be in Year 5, the writing they have produced is reflective of a different standard. It's important
they are calm and focused and not rushing in. The scale is also great in that, if a student is scoring particularly
high or low, you will know if you need to re-assess their writing on a scale which is a level lower or higher
than the one you have chosen. What I plan on doing, is giving each student their relevant scale before we do a
BIG Write and encourage them to try and complete a goal. The person who did not write the piece of writing
has the highlighter, but both people in the pair are responsible for finding the selected VCOP element.
Students are not allowed to talk to each other and the teacher takes this time to conference with students one to
one and look at their individual writing goals. It's up to you how you do it; at my school, we aim for
fortnightly, but it can blow out to a three-week cycle due to timetable constraints and commitments. Once I
was back at school and changed tack, it made a huge difference! Once you have marked their cold writes
against the criterion scale, then you can introduce the student-friendly criterion scale I'm really excited about
using the student friendly criterion scale; this is the part of the program I am still yet to do, but will be doing
next term, even though I've been using the program for almost 18 months! This also gives ALL students the
opportunity to TALK about the writing stimulus and hear ideas from others, which is especially important if
they weren't able to complete the "talk homework" the night before. Once students master a level of
punctuation, they get to put the corresponding coloured belt onto their Kung Fu Punctuation Person. You also
use dedicated BIG Write pencil; these are special pencils that are only used during BIG writing time I just
bought a whole bunch of pencils and put washi tape around them. We completed Day 2 early in Term 2 the
following year and then had the knowledge and skills to use the program in its entirety for the remainder of
last year. In the meantime, I had my kids a few years ago write directly onto the window with liquid chalk, but
more recently I have had them use post-it notes when they come across a WOW word or phrase and then stick
that to the window. The lights are tuned off, candles are burning every student has a LED candles and quiet
music is playing. It's really simple to mark each element; you give a tick for solid evidence or understanding
of the skill; a dot for developing and a cross if no evidence shown. All 4 VCOP elements have a related
pyramid, which shows a hierarchy of words that students should be using. For example, my school talked
about VCOP in our classrooms after our initial PD, but didn't actually begin explicitly teaching it until the
following term. This is an opportunity for students to display what they know without the assistance from
external resources. Where to Next? These student scales can then be used to assist with goal setting, student
reflections and report writing as can the teacher scale, which as I said is the bible for marking writing samples
and is a joy to use when writing reports! This really is a fantastic and all-round writing program and I have
been so fortunate to have been involved in it for the past 18 months.


